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Abstract

Ž .Point contacts PC based on the magnetic superconductor HoNi B C with a superconducting onset temperature T ;8.52 2 c

K have been investigated in order to determine the temperature and magnetic field dependences of the superconducting order
Ž .parameter. The temperature dependence of the order parameter satisfies the Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer BCS theory only

below the BCS transition temperature T BCSs5.5–5.8 K, which exceeds slightly the Neel temperature T ;5.0 K. At higher´c N
Ž .temperatures, above T , the PC spectra dVrd I V indicate an anomalous, most likely gapless, superconducting state. AtN

Ž .magnetic fields well below H , a considerable increase ;30% in the characteristic voltage of the gap-related structure inc2

the PC spectra is observed which points to an improved spin alignment with a decreasing influence of the pair breaking in
modest fields. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 74.70.Ad; 74.80.Fp
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1. Introduction

Among the magnetic superconductors of the boro-
Ž .carbide family ReNi B C Re—rare-earth element2 2

w x1 , HoNi B C marked by a complex magnetic struc-2 2
w xture 2,3 is of particular interest because of the

strong anomalies in the superconducting character-
w xistics 4 . Generally, superconductivity readily coex-
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Ž . Žists with an antiferromagnetic AFM state with
.some reduction of the pairing strength due to a full

compensation of the magnetic moments on the scale
of the superconducting correlation length j . In
HoNi B C, the AFM structure below the Neel tem-´2 2

w xperature T ;5.0 K 5 consists of ordered Ho spins,N
Ž .ferromagnetically FM aligned in the Ho–C planes

and antiferromagnetically coupled along the c-axis.
However, magnetic ordering persists in this com-

pound above T , below a not yet well establishedN

temperature T . According to one neutron-scatteringm
w xstudy 3 , the magnetic order sets in already slightly
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below the superconducting critical temperature T ;c

8.5 K. Other neutron data reveal that this ordering
w xstarts at T ;6.0 K, i.e., closer to T 2 . Thermody-m N

namic data, based on specific heat and magnetization
w xmeasurements, confirm the latter value 5,6 . The

w xelevated value for T given in Ref. 3 could bem

associated with a large broadening of the magnetic
transition. In this magnetic phase above T , theN

in-plane ordered Ho spins are turned away from the
AFM configuration by an angle ;178 between adja-
cent planes, forming a spiral structure along the
c-axis which results in a net FM component on a
macroscopic scale. Moreover, independently of such
an ordered structure below T , the spin–flip scatter-m

ing may affect the superconductivity in HoNi B C2 2

in the whole temperature range between T and T .N c

If these pair-breaking effects are sufficiently strong a
w xgapless state of superconductivity can result 7,8 . It

should be noted that similar long-wave-length
nonuniform spiral structure can arise in FM super-
conductors in order to approach a maximal compen-
sation of the magnetic moments on the j scale
because in a uniform case a simple coexistence of
ferromagnetism and superconductivity is excluded

Ždue to their antagonistic character for a review, see
w x .Ref. 7 and references therein .

Ž .In our earlier point-contact PC investigations of
w xpolycrystalline HoNi B C 9 , we have found that2 2

below T the superconducting PC characteristicsN

resemble the conventional type of Andreev reflection
spectra, whereas at higher temperatures very strong
anomalies are observed. Therefore, the presence of
two distinct superconducting states in this compound
has been proposed. In the present work, we have
extended our PC investigations of HoNi B C with2 2

special emphasis on the temperature and magnetic
field dependences of the superconducting order pa-
rameter. Only at low temperatures, below ;T , theN

Ž Ž .PC spectra first derivatives dVrd I V of the cur-
.rent–voltage characteristics can be properly fitted to

Ž .the appropriate Blonder–Tinkham–Klapwijk BTK
theory for a normal metal–superconductor contact
with a BCS superconductor. The deduced tempera-
ture dependence of the superconducting order param-

Ž .eter D T is close to the Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer
Ž .BCS theory. At higher temperatures, the character
of the spectra suggests a gapless-type superconduc-
tivity. In magnetic fields well below H , a surpris-c2

ing increase of the gap parameter is observed which
could point to a local spin alignment near the Ho
sites with reduced pair-breaking.

2. Experimental details

The PC measurements were performed on
HoNi B C, both polycrystalline and single-crystal2 2

samples, from 1.4 to 10 K in magnetic fields up to
10 T. The polycrystalline samples, used also in our

w xprevious experiments 9,10 , were prepared by arc
melting and showed the onset of superconductivity at
T ;8.7 K with a transition width DT ;1.5 K. Thec c

single crystals were grown in the form of thin plates
by the Ni B flux method and had practically the2

same T value, but DT was about three timesc c
w xsmaller 5 . According to X-ray examinations, both

types of samples did not contain impurity phases.
Among many tens of contacts investigated, most of
them revealed T between 8.5 and 8.7 K in accor-c

dance with the bulk sample characteristics. On rare
contacts, T could decrease by a few 0.1 K down toc

8.2 K in individual cases. Since the T variation didc
Žnot correlate with the contact resistance i.e., with

.the contact size , this variation cannot be the conse-
quence of a local pressure effect but is rather a
signature of inhomogeneous superconducting proper-
ties over the sample volume.

The point contacts were established at 4.2 K by a
gentle touch of a Ag needle as a counter electrode to
a fresh superconducting electrode surface, prepared
by breaking the sample just before immersing the
sample holder into liquid He. For the broken plate-
like single crystals, the contacts were adjusted with
the contact axis parallel to the a–b plane. However,
for the single-crystal based contacts with the contact
axis parallel to the crystallographic c-axis, i.e., ori-
ented normal of the plate surface, the natural un-
treated surface was probed. For these measurements,
we have chosen the plates with a flat mirror-like

Ž .surface. The relatively large size ;0.5 mm of the
crystallites in the polycrystalline samples ensured a
high probability to probe single-crystalline regions
although of undefined crystallographic orientation. A
thin bronze wire was used as a spring in order to
avoid a strong pressure of the Ag needle on the

Ž .contact area. The point-contact spectra dVrd I V
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were recorded by standard current-modulation tech-
niques.

Typical contact resistances R at V4Dre, corre-
sponding to the normal-state resistance, ranged be-
tween 1 and 10 V. An indication for the correspond-

Ž .ing contact sizes radius d can be found from the
2 ŽWexler formula Rfrr2 dq4r lr3p d l is the

. w xelectron mean free path 11 using the values for the
bulk residual resistivity r;4 mV cm and the prod-

y12 2 w xuct r l;4=10 V cm 6 . For the above given
range of contact resistances one obtains contact radii
d;5–50 nm. The estimated d values provide a
magnetic-field penetration into the whole contact

Ž Ž . .area the penetration depth l 0 ;100 nm . In gen-L

eral, the data obtained on different contact resis-
tances were identical, but in order to have a better
mechanical and electrical stability of the contacts
during the measurements the low ohmic contacts
were investigated preferentially.

3. Temperature dependence of order parameter

Ž .Fig. 1 represents a typical set of the dVrd I V
spectra of a single crystal HoNi B C based contact,2 2

with the contact axis directed along ab-plane, mea-
sured over a wide temperature range. As is seen, a
standard double-minimum structure, which can be
related to the superconducting BCS-gap, originates
only below 5.8 K whereas the superconductivity sets
in already at T ;8.7 K. Similar spectra have beenc

reproducibly registered for a perpendicular-to-the-
plane contact-axis direction which confirms the
isotropic electronic structure of this compound. We
note that in our previous PC investigations of poly-

w x Ž .crystalline HoNi B C 9,10 , the dVrd I V spectra2 2

were very similar to those presented in Fig. 1, al-
though good-quality Andreev-reflection spectra oc-
curred significantly less often than in the single-
crystal experiments.

The strong deviation of the Andreev-reflection
spectra above T from the expected ones for conven-N

tional superconductors, seen in the same way on
single-crystal and polycrystal based contacts, points
to an essential modification of the superconducting
state in this temperature range which, evidently, is
not associated with an inhomogeneous distribution of
superconducting properties over the contact area.

Ž .Fig. 1. A set of dVrd I V characteristics for a point contact
Ž Ž . .between single crystal HoNi B C and Ag R 10 mV ,1.3 V2 2

with the contact axis oriented along the ab-plane. For clarity the
curves are shifted vertically. Temperatures are indicated near each
curve. The dashed and dotted lines show the temperature evolu-
tion of superconducting features in different temperature regions.
Below 5.7 K a genuine BCS-state develops as indicated by the

Ž . Ž .BTK fit of the data short-dashed curves with D 0 s0.90 meV.
For the BTK curves at 2.2, 3.8, and 4.6 K: G s0.51 meV and
Zs0.60; for the BTK curve at 5.0 K: G s0.60 meV and
Zs0.60.

This unusual phenomenon may be explained by a
pair-breaking influence of the incommensurate spiral
spin structure found above T in neutron investiga-N

w xtions 2,3 . Namely, this spin structure is probably
responsible for the quasi-reentrance of the normal
state, i.e., a partial suppression of superconductivity
around T as seen in resistivity and magnetizationN

w xdata 4,5 . The anomalous shape of PC spectra above
T can be associated with a large smearing of theN

density of states due to strong pair-breaking scatter-
ing which depresses the energy gap in the excitation

w xspectrum 12 . Therefore, it is most likely that un-
compensated spins of the spiral structure influence
the superconductivity in a similar way as a high
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concentration of magnetic impurities in conventional
superconductors results in a gapless superconducting

w xstate 8,9 .
From the reproducible PC spectra on various con-

tacts, we were able to obtain a reliable determination
of the temperature dependence of the superconduct-

Ž .ing order parameter D T in the Ho compound. The
low temperature PC spectra can be described by the
BTK theory for normal metal–superconductor point

w x Ž .contacts 13 . The dVrd I V curves have been fitted
to the BTK formulas by varying the superconducting
order parameter D and the dimensionless parameter
Z for the barrier strength as well as the broadening

w xparameter G 14 . The G parameter has been pro-
w xposed by Dynes et al. 15 in order to include

phenomenologically a broadening of the supercon-
ducting density of states in tunnel experiments. For a
single crystal contact the results are presented in Fig.

Ž .1 short-dashed lines showing a good agreement
with the experimental data at low bias voltages. The

Ž .deviations at higher bias voltages )4 mV are
Ž .explained by a current induced partial suppression

of the superconductivity in the contact region. These
structures are not reproducible between different
contacts and do not contain any spectroscopic infor-
mation.

The order parameter values fitted for a few typical
contacts are plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of temper-
ature. From a comparison with the theoretical BCS

Ž . BCSdependence D T , a BCS transition temperature Tc

at approximately 5.5–5.7 K is found below which a
conventional superconducting state establishes. Us-

Ž .ing the order parameter values D 0 ,0.8–1.0 mV
found for most contacts, one gets the characteristic

Ž . BCSratio 2 D 0 rk T ,3.2–4.2 pointing to a moder-B c

ate coupling strength for the largest ratios. Mean-
while, with a superconductivity onset temperature
T ,8.5 K, a ratio of about 2.4 is found which isc

anomalously small compared to the BCS value 3.5.
An indication for the temperature dependence of

the order parameter in a wide temperature range can
be obtained from the difference of the contact resis-

Žtances in the normal and superconducting states Rn
.yR as shown in the insert to Fig. 2 for the contacts

presented in Fig. 1. According to the BTK theory,
such a dependence is a qualitative measure for the
temperature dependence of the order parameter pro-
vided that R is taken at zero bias and R at the gapn s

Fig. 2. Temperature dependences of the order parameter in nor-
Ž Ž .malized units for two polycrystal based contacts R 10 mV ,3.0

Ž . .V —squares, and R 10 mV ,3.2 V —circles , and a single
Ž Ž . .crystal based contact R 10 mV f1.3 V —triangles with contact

axis oriented along the ab-plane. Corresponding fitted values of
Ž .the order parameters D 0 and the BCS transitions temperatures

BCS Ž .T are: 0.98 meV and 5.5 K squares , 0.85 meV and 5.7 Kc
Ž . Ž .circles , 0.90 meV and 5.7 K triangles . The BCS theoretical
dependence is depicted by a dotted line. The insert shows the
temperature dependence of a gap-related minimum, reproducing
qualitatively the order parameter behavior over a wide tempera-
ture range for the contact presented in Fig. 1.

minimum position. The curve shown consists of two
distinct branches merging together near T . An ex-N

trapolation of the low-temperature branch crosses the
temperature axis in the vicinity of the apparent criti-
cal temperature T BCS ,5.7 K determined from thec

BCS fit for this contact. The temperature dependence
of the pair density found via microwave experiments
on HoNi B C exhibits a narrow pronounced dip2 2

w xnear T 16 . However, only a shallow minimumN

could be seen in our temperature dependence of the
BCS Žorder parameter for single crystals around T seec

.the insert to Fig. 2 . A reason for this dissimilarity is
possibly associated with a smearing the supercon-
ducting density of states. Indeed, no evidence of
such a minimum was found for polycrystalline sam-
ples where structural nonuniformity could increase
this smearing.

The data presented prove the existence of two
distinct types of superconductivity in HoNi B C2 2

which manifest themselves in different temperature
w x BCSranges 9 . Above T , the spectra give indicationsc
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for an anomalous gapless state, whereas a conven-
tional BCS state develops only at lower tempera-
tures. The full conversion of the anomalous spectra
into BCS spectra at low temperatures proves that the
magnetic phases of both the spiral structure and the
AFM state develop in the same sample regions given
by the contact size, unlikely the opposite assumption

w xin Ref. 17 .

4. Temperature dependence of the upper critical
field

The field dependences of the zero-bias resistance
Ž .dVrd I 0, H taken at various temperatures can be

Ž . w xused to obtain the phase diagram H T 10 . Suchc2
Ž .a temperature set of dVrd I 0, H for a single-crystal

based contact with the contact axis perpendicular to
the ab-plane is given in Fig. 3, where the dashed and

Fig. 3. Magnetic field dependences of the zero-bias resistance for
Ž Ž . .the single crystal based HoNi B C–Ag contact R 1 T ,1.1 V2 2

at different temperatures with the magnetic field and contact axis
perpendicular to the ab-plane. The dashed and dotted lines follow
the field position of the resistance saturation showing the reentrant
behavior of H . For clarity the curves are shifted vertically.c2

Ž .Fig. 4. The phase diagram H – T open triangles reconstructedc2

from the data presented in Fig. 3. The low-temperature branch has
been tentatively extrapolated to the critical temperature T BCS ofc

the BCS state. The dashed and dotted lines follow the data in the
regions of the BCS and gapless states, respectively.

dotted lines reflect evidently the H behavior inc2

different temperature ranges. Similar curves could be
also recorded for contacts with the contact axis
directed along the ab-plane.

In Fig. 4, we have plotted the phase diagram
Ž .H T reconstructed from the data presented in Fig.c2

3. The minimum seen in the diagram slightly above
T is caused by a quasi-reentrance of the normalN

state, observed in transport and magnetization exper-
w ximents 4–6 . The H data at low temperatures havec2

been tentatively extrapolated to the critical tempera-
ture T BCS s5.8 K as obtained from the temperaturec

Ž .dependence of the dVrd I V spectra for the given
contact. The dashed and dotted curves indicate the

Ž .possible existence of two branches in the H Tc2

diagram. We note that T BCS is higher than the AFMc

transition temperature T ;5.0 K which shows thatN

the BCS state, being associated with the AFM phase,
originates already in the spiral spin state. This point
implies that both structures develop in the same
sample region probed by the point contact.

Ž .The minimum of H T in the vicinity of Tc2 N

was not always so pronounced as in Fig. 4. For the
contacts based on polycrystal samples, the minimum
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could be much smaller up to its full disappearance,
resulting in plateau structure around T as reportedN

w xin previous work 10 . From an analysis of PC data
on the single crystal and polycrystalline samples a
correlation was found between the strength of the

Ž .reentrant structure in the H T dependence and thec2
Ž . BCS Žwidth of the tail in the D T curves near T seec

.Fig. 2 . If the tail broadens significantly, the mini-
Ž .mum in the H T curve becomes shallower and thec2

plateau arises when the tail width reaches ;1 K.
The reason is probably associated with some mi-
crovariations of the chemical composition over the
sample volume, which leads to a broadening of the
transition into the low temperature BCS state with
possibly a smearing of the critical field dependence

Ž .H T that obscures the quasi-reentrant behavior.c2
Ž .Estimating H 0 in the frame of the BCS theoryc2

from the slope d H rdT near T , we get values inc2 c

the range of 2–3 T. The main reason for the ob-
served smaller critical fields at the lowest tempera-
tures is evidently associated with a depairing effect
of the antiferromagnetic phase. Magnetization and

w xmagnetoresistance measurements 5,6 gave H val-c2

ues that are a few times smaller than the estimate
from our point-contact data. To our knowledge, the

Žlargest critical field of about 0.8 T at the lowest
temperatures with an onset of superconductivity at

. w x0.9 T was observed by Krug et al. 18 in magne-
toresitance data. The maximal value from our point-

Ž .contact experiments at low temperatures about 2 K
was near 1 T. The enhanced critical fields in the
point-contact experiments can be related to surface

Ž .effects e.g., H s1.69 H in a point-contact ge-c3 c2

ometry. Besides, a point contact probes only a small
sample region with possibly different superconduct-
ing properties compared to the average over a bulk
sample.

5. Magnetic field dependence of the superconduct-
ing order parameter

On part of the point contacts investigated, we
observed an unusually large increase of the gap

Ž .voltage V at the minimum in the dVrd I V spec-min
Ž .tra in modest magnetic fields below ;0.6 H .c2

Such a V shift could be seen for polycrystals asmin

well as for single crystals with the magnetic field
directed along ab-plane. The effect was repeatedly
observed in more than ten contacts of different resis-
tance with a well-defined Andreev-reflection current
pointing to the genuine character of this phe-
nomenon. Investigations on conventional BCS super-

Žconductors do not show such a shift of V see, formin

instance, the magnetic-field dependent spectra of Nb
w x.and Sn in Ref. 19 . In some cases, the relative

increase of V in a magnetic field for HoNi B Cmin 2 2

occurred as large as 30%. No correlation of the Vmin

increase value with the PC resistance was found. A
Ž .representative set of the dVrd I V dependences

is shown in Fig. 5 for different magnetic fields at
2.2 K, where the observed increase in the voltage
position of the gap-structure related minima achieves

Ž .namely 30% insert of Fig. 5 .
Due to the broadening of the spectra, the energy

eV cannot be directly identified with the ordermin

parameter D. Moreover, the pair-breaking in a ap-
plied magnetic field will considerably enlarge the
broadening. The dashed curves in Fig. 5 show the
curves fitted by the BTK formulas taking account for
an additional broadening by the introduction of a G

parameter as discussed previously. In our phe-
nomenological approach we include both the intrin-
sic broadening and magnetic-field induced broaden-
ing in the G parameter. The fitting procedure of the
spectra cannot give unambiguous results by using

Ž .three parameters D, G , and Z , especially in the
vicinity of H where the broadening of the spectrac2

is comparatively large. Therefore, the three parame-
ters were determined from an analysis of the zero-

Ž .field data. For the subsequent curves H-0.8 T ,
the Z parameter was kept constant.

The obtained relative enhancement of the order
parameter in a magnetic field reached values up to
;10% as shown for a typical set of fitted D values
in Fig. 6 together with two theoretical dependences.
The dotted line presents a prediction of the

w xGinzburg–Landau phenomenological theory 20 ,
strictly valid near T only. The second theoreticalc

Ž .curve solid line , valid in the whole temperature
w xinterval, is taken from the paper of Skalski et al. 12

assuming a linear magnetic-field dependence of the
Ž .pair-breaking parameter a H . It is very probable

Ž .that the anomalous D H behavior in HoNi B C is2 2

driven by the spin subsystem. In the following para-
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Ž . ŽFig. 5. The magnetic field effect on dVrd I V curves solid
. Ž Žlines of a single-crystal based HoNi B C–Ag contact R 102 2
. .mV ,3.6 V with the magnetic field and contact axis oriented

along the ab-plane, T s2.2 K. The fields are indicated near each
curve. BTK fits are displayed by dashed lines with scaling factors
within 0.3–0.4 using the fitting parameters, from bottom to top:
Ds1.04, 1.09, 1.14, 1.12, and 0.74 meV; G s0.32, 0.48, 0.54,
0.84, and 1.11 meV; Zs0.67 for all the curves. The insert shows
an enlarged view of the voltage position of the gap-related min-
ima. For clarity the curves are shifted vertically.

graphs, we will consider possible reasons which
could cause the order parameter enhancement in a
magnetic field.

w xFisher et al. 21 observed in the Ho-compound a
large negative in-ab-plane longitudinal magnetoresis-
tance in a wide temperature range above T , i.e., inN

the paramagnetic state. This phenomenon was ex-
plained by a decrease of the spin-disorder scattering
due to the spin alignment in an applied magnetic
field. Below T , a similar improved spin order couldN

take place if some paramagnetism would occur in the
low temperature range. Such a situation exists in the

w xYNi B C system 22 , where in spite of the nonmag-2 2

netic Y atoms evidence of paramagnetism is revealed
over a wide temperature range.

Microwave experiments carried out on HoNi B C2 2

have found an unknown source of magnetic pair-
w xbreaking below ;4 K 16 . This pair-breaking could

be associated with the spiral spin structure of which,
w xaccording to neutron-scattering data 3 , residuals

persist in the antiferromagnetic phase below T . TheN

departure from a perfect AFM state can produce a
net magnetic component on a scale comparable with
j . Another possibility for uncompensated magnetic
moments involves by rare-earth spins induced mo-
ments on the Ni sites, as it was found in the

w xErNi B C compound 23 . An applied magnetic field2 2

suppresses the spin-disorder scattering from net mag-
netic moments as known from ferromagnets.

Thus, we assume that below T in HoNi B C,N 2 2

there is a significant pair-breaking effect due to
deviations of the AFM structure from the perfect

Ž .spin ordering or the appearance of other fluctuating
magnetic contributions. In modest magnetic fields,
the depairing effect of the magnetic moments can be
reduced as a result of the improved spin alignment
which compensates partially the direct depairing in-
fluence of the field. The interplay between these two
opposite influences of the magnetic field defines the
behavior of the superconducting order parameter in a
magnetic field.

Fig. 6. A comparison of the magnetic field dependence of the
Ž . Ž .order parameter D H circles , determined from a BTK fit of the

contact presented in Fig. 5, with two dependences following from
pair-breaking theory.
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6. Summary

From the point-contact studies on the magnetic
Ž .superconductor HoNi B C T ;8.5 K with an an-2 2 c

tiferromagnetic transition at T ;5.0 K, it has beenN

found that a transition in the conventional BCS-like
state takes place only at T BCS s5.5–5.8 K. Abovec

T BCS, the PC characteristics show evidence of gap-c

less superconductivity. The gradual transformation of
the two types of spectra near T suggests that bothN

the incommensurate spiral magnetic structure and the
antiferromagnetic state develop in the same probed

Ž .contact area dimension 10–100 nm by varying the
temperature.

The normal-state quasi-reentrance is seen as a
Ž .pronounced dip in the H T dependence near T ,c2 N

but a few tenths of a degree below T BCS. The BTKc

analysis of the spectra in a magnetic field yields an
Ž .anomalous field-induced enhancement ;10% of

the superconducting order parameter. Probably, this
effect is associated with an improved spin alignment
in modest fields that reduce the pair-breaking scatter-
ing and increase the pair potential near the Ho sites.
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